Key Answers: civilization

A-Reading and Interpreting: (8pts)
1- There are 2 sentences in the 2nd paragraph. (0.5pt)
2-Answering questions (5pts)
   a- invasion, trade, conversion, writing, agriculture. (2pts)
   B- Savages; uncivilized; barbarians. (1.5pt)
   C- it experiences cycles of birth, growth, decline and death. (1.5pts)
3- Asking questions (2pts)
   a- what do civilizations often use?
   b- who are primitives, savages or barbarians?
4- Paragraph 1. (0.5pt)

B- Text- exploration (7pts)
1- Lexis: (1pt)
   Birth # death
   Growth # decline
   Success # failure
   Civilized # primitive
2- Table completion (1pt)
   a- succeed….success …successful
   b- Use….use…. Useful
   c- civilize….civilization….civilized
3- Tenses: (1.5pts)
   a- have read
   b- Was
   c- Couldn’t
4- Transformation: (1.5pts)
   a- he said that the Romans had invaded…………..
   b- after the white men had arrived………………
   c- small towns were built…………………..
5- Adding more words to the list: (2pt)
   a- trade; culture; prosperity; technology…etc…..
   b- The Phoenicians; the Egyptians; the Incas; the Sumerians…Etc…

Section two: written expression: (5pts)
   3pts: the content
   2pts: the form